SLOPE LIMITS FOR ANCHOR GUYS

POLE GUY

ARM GUY

GUY STRUT

(+) NOTE: "A"
This dimension to be 10' unless otherwise specified.

STRAIN INSULATOR POSITIONS IN GUY WIRES

NOTE:
Use screw anchor or Double Helix anchor according to soil condition as directed by the Engineer.
WOOD POLE INSTALLATION

Set pole in middle of hole.

Grade level

When backfilling hole, the earth shall be well tamped for the full depth of the hole.

Earth backfill

POLE HEIGHT  | SETTING DEPTH
-------------|----------------
30           | 6.0'
35           | 6.0'
40           | 6.0'
45           | 6.5'
50           | 7.0'
55           | 7.5'
60           | 8.0'

WOOD POLE SETTING DEPTHS
Reference Standard Specification for Construction Section 819.03

SELF SUPPORTING WOOD POLE IN CONCRETE

Set pole in middle of hole.

Mound remaining fill against pole

Grade level

Concrete

Well tamped dirt fill in this section.

Concreate

15" min.

2" min.